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The BlackBerry Curve 9380 is a very comfortable mobile and has a good built to it. It is a modern
Smartphone and the performance is something to be experienced to be believed. The mobile runs
on BlackBerry OS7 and has 806 MHz processor. The mobile has been applauded for its features
and the looks that is attracting the youth and even the businessmen.

The curve 9380 comes with A-GPS support and is 3G enabled for faster web browsing and great
experience. You can have the facility to update with its various social networking sites and stay in
touch with friends and family. BlackBerry mobile price is most surprising as it is quite affordable for
students as well as professionals.

The design is simply superb and is sure to make heads turn your way. For those who are style
conscious can truly make a style statement due to its elegant looks and smart way of operating.

The build is not cheap and feel rich in the hand. The display screen is 3.2 inches TFT capacitive
touch screen and the display resolutions are 360 x 480 pixels. The display features are the optical
trackpad, touch sensitive controls. Apart from these the screen also comes integrated with
accelerometer sensor for UI auto rotate, and proximity sensor for auto turn off. The weight is 98
grams, which is quite less as compared to other BlackBerry mobiles.

The BlackBerry Curve 9380 price should also be considered while buying the phone as it does
place itself in the competitive market with much more features than the other mobiles. The camera
is a fantastic feature and is a 5 mega pixel with many features like the auto focus, LED flash, geo
tagging, image stabilization and the face detection. Video, video player and video recording are the
added attractions that come with 640 x 480 resolution pixels. Users can have a good time with the
Facebook and Twitter social networking sites and update status. Use the push email to send
messages to friends. The music features is amazing and supports various music formats and comes
with 3.5 mm audio jack with speaker and headset as well.

The connectivity features provided in the Curve are GPRS, Bluetooth, Micro USB 2.0, and EDGE
and is 3G enabled. The internal memory offered is 512 MB storage and can be expanded via the
micro SD card up to 32 GB.

The BlackBerry Curve 9380 price is Rs. 16,159 approximately.
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